
Matching a Dual Sport to Your Needs

This chapter explains how to define a dual sport

dream, verify that the dream includes the things

you really enjoy, research local riding opportuni-

ties, and inventory your personal and financial

resources. Based on this information you will be

prepared to choose the model that makes your

dream a reality.

Most motorcycle enthusiasts enjoy reading the

classifieds to see what’s for sale. Once or twice a

year, I find an item substantially like this:

The models and details vary, but the story is

the same—someone bought a new bike, added a

ton of goodies and now wants to sell without ever

riding it much.

These ads raise two types of questions. First,

what were these people thinking—how could

they spend so much money and virtually never

ride? Did they have some unforeseen problem or

just lose interest and discover a new hobby? Sec-

ond, could these be good deals?

The answer to the second question is that these

bikes are bargains only if they match the needs of

the buyer. Otherwise, they could be another

costly mistake, just like the seller made.

The right dual sport should be like a good

dancing partner—responsive to every lead. The

two of you should flow over terrain like Fred

Astaire and Ginger Rogers. Your partner should

be light-footed and willing, not an ill-mannered

beast that fights you all day. You want Ginger, not

the Terminator.

You will have no problem finding new and

used equipment—the range of motorcycles and

accessories is wide. Magazines and web pages are

filled with photos and specifications. Full page

ads tout the exploits of factory-sponsored racers

on various brands. Articles pronounce new offer-

ings to be near perfect, and subsequent articles

encourage you to buy $5,000 of accessories to

improve them.

All of this is fun to read, but what does it really

mean to you? The answer is not much, without

knowing where and how you will ride. The chal-

lenge is in honestly defining your needs. What

you really enjoy, where you want to go, who will

be your riding buddies—these issues are much

more important than which bike has the lightest

weight, or the most powerful motor, or the lon-

gest cruising range.

Even experienced riders make mistakes when

they are seduced by advertisements that don’t

match their riding styles. Here are some exam-

ples of errors made by veterans:

Bob was a very experienced trail rider. He rode

rocky single-tracks on his 250cc and was good at

it. Then he bought a tall, heavy 400cc that was

better for long trips. He began falling in the rocks

because he couldn’t get his feet down. His single-

track riding got worse. Then he bought a 500cc

which was lighter, but just as tall—plus it had a

scary fast motor. Now he had two disadvantages:

a tall seat and a motor he couldn’t control. He

wishes he had his 250cc again.

Richard was an experienced street rider who

was becoming bored with sitting in traffic jams

on a sport bike that was capable of nearly three
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times the speed limit, and wanted to try some

dirt. He sold his street bike and bought a heavy-

weight dual sport, thinking he would have the

best of both worlds. After a few rides on graded

Forest Service roads he ventured onto an over-

grown logging road, but it soon became too

rough, and he had to turn back.

Over the next few months he tried many two-

tracks with the same results. His new bike was

too heavy and had too little ground clearance for

the rocks and logs on the most interesting routes.

Now he wishes he had kept the street bike and

gotten a more dirt-worthy bike for his off-high-

way adventures.

These riders made the mistake of buying what

they thought they wanted, instead of what they

really needed. Spend the time to clearly define

what kind of riding you want to do before buying

a dual sport.

Choosing the right dual sport can be difficult in

an environment where slick brochures entice you

down multiple, conflicting paths, but the re-

wards are well worth the effort to clarify your

needs. The diagram below shows a process that

can help organize your thoughts.

In the center is your dream, a short statement

of what will be the most fun and give the greatest

pleasure. This dream is surrounded by consider-

ations that shape the actual riding experience

and determine whether the dream is realistic.

These include riding opportunities, what you

most enjoy doing, and your personal resources.

The selection process is to define a dream, re-

search your personal considerations, and adjust

the dream until you have a clear definition of

your needs.

What Is Your Dream?

A dream should include the activities that give

you the most pleasure.

Here are some examples of dual sport dreams:

� Dream Number 1 – I want to ride directly

from my house to a variety of roads and

trails ranging from easy to hard and

experience the sheer joy and satisfaction of

moving at speed over all types of terrain.

� Dream Number 2 – I want to get away

from the traffic and congestion of my area

and take day or overnight rides to beautiful

lakes, rivers, deserts, mountains, and

canyons that see few other travelers.

� Dream Number 3 – Now that the kids are

grown, I would like to ride again. I don’t

want anything too extreme. I just want to

have pleasant afternoon rides and maybe

make some new friends.

Here are some questions that will help you de-

velop your personal dream.
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Although he is mounted on a very mild 250cc Kawasaki, this rider has
enough power to go pretty much wherever he wants to go. His bike is easy
to maintain, easy on tires, and above all it matches his vision of what a
dual sport should be.

Dual Sport Selection Process



Questions About Your Dream

� What type of riding do you want to do?

� How many hours will you spend on an

average trip? An afternoon? A day?

Overnight?

� Do you have a special use or “dream trip”

in mind?

� How often will you ride on pavement?

� How many miles on pavement?

� How often will you ride on dirt?

� How many miles on dirt?

Spend some time thinking about these ques-

tions and answers. Then write a brief description

of your dream.

What Do You Enjoy the Most?

Now it’s time to zero in on the aspects of dual

sport that will give you the most pleasure. This is

very personal. The questions below are intended

to start your thinking, but there may be other

considerations that are even more important.

� If you are currently riding a dual sport or

off-road motorcycle what do you like and

dislike about it?

� What is the most fun you can have on a

motorcycle? Is it speed? Surmounting

obstacles? Reaching destinations?

� Do you want something that will be

admired by your friends and recognized as

the best?

� Do you like loud mufflers, and wheel-

spinning power?

� Would you be satisfied with a smaller, less

prestigious bike?

� Do you want to carry a passenger?

� Do you like mechanical work?

Make a short list of the things that you would

most like to do; then compare it with your

dream. Is there anything that needs to be

changed?

Learning About Riding Opportunities

Most riding will probably be within a couple of

hours of where you live because it’s relatively easy

to squeeze an afternoon or day ride into a busy

schedule. There may be enough time for only a

few longer trips each year. In any case, it is very

important to learn about the types of routes and

surfaces you will ride.

Start by getting a map of your area and draw-

ing circles around areas that you can easily reach

in a day, leaving some time to explore dirt roads

and trails. The map shows an example for Sacra-

mento, California. Places within the red circle

can be reached in about one hour. It may be nec-

essary to draw a larger circle to include more dis-

tant destinations if there are no riding

opportunities within one hour.

If you currently ride dual sport, you may al-

ready have a good idea of the types of riding that

are available. If not, gather information.

Start by noting whether there is any public land

in the area. The US Forest Service administers 193
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million acres of land, most of which is well sup-

plied with roads, and possibly trails, that are open

to dual sport. The Bureau of Land Management

administers another 264 million acres of public

lands, located primarily in the 12 Western States.

The Forest Service is organized by forest and the

BLM is organized by region. Your local office can

provide maps and usually has an OHV ranger that

can supply valuable information. Be sure to ask if

motorcycles are permitted in the areas of interest.

Go onto the Web and search for OHV under

the heading for your state. Some states have

OHV parks and trail systems.

Gather maps. Most highway maps show only

major routes. Read Chapter 13 for information

about paper and on-line topographic maps. Also,

ask friends and people at the motorcycle shops.

Check with local clubs, etc. If you are planning a

long trip, see Chapter 14 for sources of informa-

tion about more distant routes.

Riding Surfaces

Next, learn how to classify dirt surfaces and re-

late them to the capabilities of different types of

dual sports.

The previous chapter described the best uses

of lightweight, middleweight, and heavyweight

dual sports relative to roads, two-tracks, and sin-

gle-tracks without describing actual riding sur-

faces. There are huge differences in suitability to

various kinds of terrain that must be considered

when choosing a motorcycle. Without getting

overly detailed, here are some general descrip-

tions of surfaces and suggestions for which types

of dual sports are most appropriate for each.

Maintained Dirt Roads –
Most appropriate dual sport: Heavyweight

� Type of route: Dirt roads, constructed for

transportation which receive some

maintenance and are passable by two-

wheel-drive cars and trucks

� Steepest slopes: 0 to 10 percent

(climb 1 foot in ten feet)

� Worst surface: Hard packed, rocks

and ruts up to two inches high;

with knobby tires add shallow

sand or mud

Dry roads like the one in the top picture can be

ridden at speeds up to 55 miles an hour with

street-oriented tires. (It is possible to go much

faster, but it takes a very long time to stop a heavy,

fast moving bike on dirt. Washouts and oncom-

ing vehicles are ever present possibilities, and

prudent riders maintain reasonable speeds.)

Even high quality graded roads may have im-

passable sections, particularly after rain, as

shown in the next picture. Fresh ruts indicate

that trucks have been going across without sink-

ing too deeply. This bottom should support a

motorcycle, but what if it doesn’t? Long sections

of slippery, muddy road can reduce your speed to

a crawl or cause you to crash.

Strong, determined riders can traverse short

sections of difficult terrain, but even the stron-

gest will tire when manhandling heavy machines

over miles of obstacles or long stretches of slimy,

rain-soaked mud.
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This well-maintained dirt road is a good route for any dual sport.

Is this a good crossing or a trap? The water could conceal a crossing or
bottomless mud.

Even good dirt roads can change into muddy challenges when it rains.


